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Ultraviolet (UV) vision, first discovered in ants more than a
century ago, is a major area of interest for behavioural
ecology. Because, unlike humans, many animal species can
see UV light, spectrometry in the UV has revealed fascinating signalling systems that remain hidden to the
human eye. In his letter to Trends in Ecology & Evolution,
Sinkkonen [1] argues that UV should also be considered in
investigations on autumn colours, particularly when testing hypotheses that involve insect–tree interactions.
Because UV vision is a generic feature of insect vision
and has been confirmed for aphids [2], the main taxon of
interest in the autumn colour debate, we agree with Sinkkonen that the role of UV needs to be explored in this area.
Specifically, we need to know: (i) how much UV is reflected
by autumn leaves and how much trees vary in UV reflectance; and (ii) how insects respond to UV leaf reflectance in
autumn.
With regard to the first question, it is important to
consider spectral reflectance in actual leaves rather than
the spectral properties of isolated phytochemicals. The
presence of UV-reflecting compounds in a leaf does not
mean that the leaf itself will be UV reflecting, given the
number of other leaf compounds present that might absorb
UV light. In senescent leaves of Gingko biloba and Quercus
robur, which Sinkonnen mentions as containing UVreflecting compounds [1], maximal UV reflectances were
found of only 10% and 9%, respectively (unpublished from
Ref. [3]). Moreover, the UV-reflective compound in senesCorresponding author: Archetti, M. (marco.archetti@zoo.ox.ac.uk).

cent G. biloba does not occur widely, especially in woody
plants, and it would be misleading to extrapolate to trees
as a whole. Indeed, an analysis of 2409 autumnal leaf
spectra reveals that 99% have a maximal UV reflectance
of <8.6%, whereas at 500–650 nm, half of the spectra
exceed 34.4% reflectance (data from Ref. [3]). Thus, all
possible UV variability is squeezed into a narrow range
of reflectance values.
With regard to the second question, UV is known to be
involved in the visual signalling of flowers to pollinators;
here, UV reflectance frequently reaches maxima of >30%
[4]. By contrast, the low overall UV reflectance in
autumn leaves means that the necessarily small differences among leaves would be relatively hard for insects
to detect. In fact, a colour choice model developed from
trapping migrant aphids in autumn found no effect of UV
reflectance, when trap colours, mimicking the situation
in leaves, reflected little UV [3]. Further studies are
needed to test more thoroughly how aphids respond to
UV, but for low UV reflectance (ca. <10%), the blue and
green channels have the only significant role in the
response of aphids to colours, according to the findings
in Ref. [3].
As well as the UV issue, Sinkkonen’s comment raises
another important question: should leaves be classified by
human colour names? Should we just add ‘UV’ as another
category to the range of ‘red,’ ‘brown’ and ‘yellow’ leaves
[1], or is there another, more appropriate way of describing
leaf colours? Although it has been common practice in
plant colour studies to use human colour names, we
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believe that a more quantitative and objective description
is crucial for progress in this field. Using human colour
classification, even if supplemented with a ‘UV’ category,
is inaccurate and ambiguous [5], and is based on the
visual system of a species that has no biological connection with the evolution of autumnal leaf colours. Instead,
multivariate statistical analyses of leaf spectra would
be a more objective way to arrive at a classification
system. Here it would certainly be important to include
UV data.
In conclusion, UV might not be as important for insect–
tree interactions in autumn as suggested by Sinkkonen [1];
for different reasons, however, it might well be worth
exploring UV reflectance in leaves further.
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Ecology and a sustainable world
Ecological Applications. Toward a Sustainable World by Colin R. Townsend, Blackwell Publishing, 2007. £29.99 pbk (328 pages) ISBN
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For most of society, ecology is so closely
linked with issues concerned with deteriorating environmental conditions that
many laymen would be surprised to learn
that there is anything more to it. This is
not entirely wrong, given that there is
often no great distinction between the
basic science of ecology and its applications, in the sense that the practical
implications of research findings are generally selfevident.
There is also true ‘applied ecology’, applied to highly
managed populations and ecosystems; however, most of
the science and most of the textbooks dealing with agriculture, forestry, fishery and so on are rather narrowly
circumscribed and do not really care about their foundations in ecology. By contrast, some publications do, such as
Newman’s Applied Ecology [1], which is an ecologist’s
account of farming, forestry and fishery.
Colin Townsend’s Ecological Applications is a more
conventional treatise of how ecology is applied to questions
about invading, endangered and harvested species, to
management of communities, ecosystems and landscapes,
and to causes and consequences of global climate change.
Townsend is one of the authors of a prominent advanced
textbook in ecology [2], which moves from individual organisms and populations to communities and ecosystems in
presenting an encyclopaedic view of ecological knowledge.
In this new volume, Townsend travels the same road but
now with an eye to ‘real-life problems’ and how ecological
Corresponding author: Hanski, I. (Ilkka.Hanski@Helsinki.FI).
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concepts, theory and knowledge can be used to address
them.
Concepts and theories are briefly summarized in the
beginning of each chapter, but the reader is expected to
learn more by induction, from the multitude of well-chosen
examples and case studies. For instance, the chapter on
conservation of endangered species begins with a brief
account of population dynamics theory and genetics of
small populations, followed by a dozen descriptions of
particular studies. The examples and case studies
originate from all around the world and are often nicely
linked to a relevant key concept. Some big issues are
curiously missing, for instance the relationship between
biodiversity and community stability. Is this considered
outdated, or impractical to deal with a select example?
A pedagogical innovation is to introduce, in the beginning of each chapter, a real-life management issue with the
help of a hypothetical conversation involving a hypothetical named individual. This focal individual gets the ‘final
word’ at the end of the chapter. Not all narratives are
equally compelling, for example, the conflict between wind
farms and migratory birds, although undoubtedly a real
issue, might not succeed in highlighting the fundamental
role of dispersal in ecology and its applications.
In the real world, the measures that one might prescribe
on the basis of the best ecological knowledge to solve
various environmental problems are seldom economically,
socially, or politically neutral. We all know that the sustainable use of natural resources has economic and sociopolitical dimensions as well as the ecological dimension,
and we are often told, also by Townsend, that ‘a one-eyed
approach is often doomed to failure.’ Although one cannot

